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No one likes wasting food, but in the
United States each person wastes on average about a pound of food every day. Thirty million acres of cropland is used
to produce this wasted food every year. To learn more about options to reduce food waste and resources to help you get
started read on!

Food waste impacts many areas of our lives including what foods are available, how affordable food is, farmer’s resources
and crop production, and the prevalence of natural disasters due to climate change. Food waste is a financial problem,
social problem, and environmental problem. We all know that we need to do our part to help reduce food waste, and many
of us are trying to change and are finding that reducing food waste in our households has unexpected benefits.

One area that has been studied recently is the impact food waste has on individual and household expenses. According
to a study done on the cost of food wasted, the average American spending over $1300 per year on food that ends
up being wasted. This expense is greater than many other annual expenditures including vehicle gasoline, apparel,
household heating, electricity, property taxes, household maintenance and repair, and insurance for an average single
person household in 2017. For most people some food will always be thrown away, but making small changes can help
save money and food. Read on for solutions and resources you can start using today:

• Part 2: Meal Planning
• Part 3: Grocery Shopping (Coming Soon)
• Part 4: Using Leftovers
• Part 5: Dates on Food and Safe Storage
• Part 6: Introduction to Increasing Cooking Skills and Preserving Foods
• Part 7: “Wait! Don’t throw that away!” Composting and Creative Recipes 
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Here are some common habits that lead to consumer food waste and simple solutions and resources to help change
those habits:

Causes of Food Waste Possible Solution Resource

Not eating the foods that are already
in your home.

Keeping an inventory of food in your
home and meal planning according to
what you have.

Part 2: Meal Planning

Large amounts of food purchased and
then forgotten or not used.

Making a grocery list and sticking to it. Part 3: Grocery Shopping (Coming
Soon)

Not understanding and interpreting
food labels correctly can lead to
questioning the safety of food and
disposing of it while it is still safe.

Understanding food labels and food
safety.

Part 5: Food Labels and Food Safety

Poor culinary skills or knowledge of
how to prepare or preserve foods.

Increasing your cooking skills
Learning how to use the freezer to
save foods for later.

Part 6: Introduction to Increasing
Cooking Skills and Preserving Foods

Not saving or finishing leftovers. Planning ahead to use leftovers in
safe and appetizing ways.

Part 4: Using Leftovers

Buying produce then forgetting about
it until it has already gone bad.

Preserving foods that easily spoil like
produce (freezing, canning) Using
a meal plan to consume delicate
produce shortly after purchase
(bagged salad, green beans, berries,
etc.).

Part 6: Introduction to Increasing
Cooking Skills and Preserving Foods

Preserving the Harvest
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